Declaration of Similarity

To Whom It May Concern:

Please be advised that the models below are identical to AV90:

BD Mullion
LNL-R11330
BD S-Gang
LNL-R11320
BD S-Gang Keypad
LNL-R11325

3M Mullion
3MIL-R11330
3M S-Gang
3MIL-R11320
3M S-Gang Keypad
3MIL-R11325

“All models are electronically identical, all RF measurements and test results are exactly the same.”

The difference between the models is the plastic moulding and the addition of a keypad to the:

BD S-Gang Keypad
LNL-R11325

3M S-Gang Keypad
3MIL-R11325

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Yours faithfully
Third Millennium Systems

Operations Manager